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The 3. World War

The most International in the History of Humanity,

the most insidious,

with the lowest morality that ever was,

the most destructive

and the most humiliating war is going on around us.

Against all the peoples of the globe,

it is directed against the whole Humanity.

Not a single religious denomination is left out, both sexes, 

all walks of life  and all ages.

Vaccinated mothers with their milk 

even babies are under attack!

☀
The Global War on Humanity

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zv0aywF0vglq/
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• Most global because it covers all nations, even the neutral 

states and the never-warring Kingdom of Bhutan!

• Most insidious, because no country received a message of 

war before its attack — not even the Nazis did it during World 

War II!

• Worst of all, because the attacked are innocent and the 

attack was "provoked" by the mere existence of the attacked, 

and the animals can be among the attacked, so far only fungi 

and plants are not Covids, but it is only a matter of time.

• It is most destructive because there will be more victims of 

this war than all the wars combined so far, the goal is to 

destroy the entire human race. The devastation also affects the 

animals! It's like alien creatures want to occupy the Earth at 

the cost of destroying humanity!

• Most humiliating because you are expected to play a 

foolish play, disguise yourself, defend yourself against 

something that is likely to happen to you, sacrifice your 

freedom, your wealth, your job, your free action, and if the 

situation requires your play, loved ones on the altar! If you 



don’t pretend to be stupid from the beginning to the end who 

nods at everything, you could be exposed to revenge on you 

or your family!

What proves that there is war and a state of war?

1. The national economy is subordinate to this war, and 

coveting is a top priority.

2. With curfews and other restrictions, you will feel like you 

are no longer your own master! This only happens in a war-

torn country!

3. An armed military is deployed to secure strategically 

important objects against you, because a machine gun is 

ineffective against a phony virus, it can only be used against 

you!

Now that everything has been clarified and explained in order 

to understand the situation and enlighten your consciousness, 

we would like to draw your attention to the following facts:

To warn and prepare the population for lack of electricity, 



fuel, food and utilities in the future.

You had to realize that you were attacked, dehumiliated, 

exploited and finally they want to destroy you!

Everything is uncertain around you and the crisis is full! 

Your basic constitutional rights have been nullified ...

Recommended actions:

1. Light up your family Instead of scattering in the direction 

of the wind rose (this is the trend today) live together, move in 

close proximity to each other!

2. For every underlying disease, look for a doctor or 

naturopath who is willing to take care of you and your family 

if madness hits the skies!

3. Prevention is paramount! Pursue a lifestyle that minimizes 

the development of the disease, learn and practice 

detoxification and healing techniques, learn about herbs and 

their healing effects!

4. Have a backup base where you can pull yourself out if you 



are forced to flee your current place of residence!

5. If you live in a city, move into a rural property with as large 

a garden as possible.

6. Produce as much food as possible with your family, if you 

reach a crisis, don't be deprived! Learn how to store them!

7. Accumulate an optimal reserve for everyday life!

8. Study traditional technologies so that you still have e.g. 

your detergent from the ashes when the world collapses 

around you!

9. Become a micro-economy with your family that creates the 

widest possible range of self-sufficiency!

10. Choose a place that is close to a natural water base, but at 

the same time the risk of flooding can be ruled out!

11. Have your own well for irrigation and drinking water, 

process your own sewage, have wood heating for your 

rubbish, and an oven and composter for baking.

12. You only have to keep livestock if you are a carnivore! In 

this case, try to master the ins and outs of their breeding!

13. Continue an organic farm!



14. Make a plan every year to meet your needs!

15. Make friends with other sensible individuals and families 

like you, build your protective moon yard!

16. Have a cellar, storage!

17. Learn to prune, inoculate on wildlife so you don't have to 

bother with spraying and pruning!

18. At least part of your property should be able to withstand 

warm winds above 40 degrees and cold and strong winds 

below 25 degrees! You can also get the latter with slice-lifting 

protective planting from fast-growing tree species!

19. Have a person in your family have a car and a license if 

you have to flee quickly! A larger vehicle is recommended, in 

which you can pack the most necessary ones!

20. Don't keep your savings in financial institutions, have 

some precious metals! You can also invest in farmland, 

forests and residential properties!

21. It is advisable to acquire a non-licensed weapon and 

practice it for sports purposes!

22. Build barter with individuals and communities, because it 



works even in the event of a total collapse of the monetary 

system!

23. Prepare and not be shocked if there is no electricity, fuel, 

internet and telephone! Store gasoline, diesel for at least 1 

year, have a generator and battery.

24. Support political forces that are not affiliated with current 

parliamentary parties and international organizations, fighting 

for a normal life!

25. If you can, live on the outskirts of the village, the center is 

always looted first!

26. Get involved in self-organizing settlement protection 

activities! Get in touch with surviving groups!

27. Take time to recognize, collect, and prepare wild edible 

plants and edible wild mushrooms. Grow mushrooms too!

28. Practice a lifestyle that produces as little garbage as 

possible! Think about what will happen to you if the garbage 

truck crashes!

29. Be patient with your other family members who are not 

yet at the level of awareness like you and who still believe in 



the mirrors and the coming of the prince.

30. You see, you can't do most of the above alone! If your 

family does not have or is unsuitable, contact families and 

communities with a survival program!

31. Don't be surprised by anything in the future! Don't be 

intimidated and shocked! 

Provide support for the rest of your family!

32. Be a drone, be a radio amateur!

33. Do not doubt the weight and variety of the task! No bad 

situation just bad strategy!

Whatever you do about this will increase your and your 

family’s chances of survival and give you superiority over 

your fellow human beings who are not developing in this 

direction! 

Remember: you are no longer as vulnerable as you were 

before you read this!

Blessings to Humanity  -  Translated from Hungarian.


